
Transitions in Short Essays 
 
Think of your essay like a road: Driving down a road should be smooth—big breaks and potholes in the 
intersections doesn’t make for a good ride.  Reading an essay should also be smooth—no big breaks or clunky 
connections between paragraphs.  Transitions are the way you make sure that your essay is a smooth read. 
 
Beginner 
Everyone, at a minimum needs to use transition words to connect paragraphs together.  This could be as simple as 
words ate the beginning of each paragraph: 
 

Introduction, blah blah blah.  Thesis. 
 
First, blah blah blah blah blah paragraph  
 
Second, blah blah blah blah paragraph 
 
Third, blah, blah blah blah paragraph 
 
Clearly, blah blah blah restate thesis and go into conclusion 

 
Intermediate 
The next level of transitions in short essays involves using transition words inside your paragraphs.   
 
In example A below, you can see that my paragraph starts with “first” but later in the paragraph I use “in addition” 
 
Sophisticated 
The most sophisticated use of transitions in short essays happens when a writer can make transitions without only 
relying on transition words.  These transitions are built into the paragraph.  They might repeat language from earlier 
in the paragraph or may use demonstrative pronouns (this, that, these, those) to connect ideas to one another.   
 
In example A below, notice that I talk about the “moment of suspense” being painful.  Later I repeat that phrase with 
a demonstrative pronoun: “Ultimately, this moment of suspense.”  The repetition and the demonstrative pronoun tie 
the ideas together, even though there aren’t any so-called transition words involved. 
 
In example B below, notice that I talk about “terrifying” and “exciting” in the first two sentences.  Later I say use 
those ideas to say “that terror and excitement.”  Again, this transition connects the two ideas with repeated language 
and a demonstrative pronoun. 
 

Example A 
 First, Richard Connell uses suspense to draw readers into the story.  When Rainsford and Zaroff 
have lunch together during their second day on the island, Zaroff gets a fire in his eyes when he suggests, 
“tonight, we will hunt.”  The moment of suspense is almost painful.  The reader does not know if Zaroff 
means that he and Rainsford will hunt together for one of Zaroff’s “pupils” or if Rainsford himself will 
become the hunted creature.   In addition, the general is so polite, that it’s nearly impossible to believe he 
will actually do what we fear him doing.  Ultimately this moment of suspense appeals to teen readers 
because it leaves enough space for the reader to figure it out or make a guess before revealing the truth.   
Teenagers, like many adults, enjoy solving the riddle just a little bit before the author explains it. 
 
Example B 

A game is fun.  A dangerous game sounds terrifying—and exciting at the same time.  Richard Connell 
plays with that terror and excitement in his short story, “The Most Dangerous Game.”  From death-defying 
battles with the ocean to creepy dinners with creepier hosts, Connell delivers excitement, suspense and 
terror, making “The Most Dangerous Game” the perfect story for teen readers. 

 
 


